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Persistent spectral holes burned in the system octaethylporphin in poly(styrene) exhibit a symme-

trical broadening varying in a linear fashion upon application of a static electric field. This effect is
due to permanent electric-dipole moments induced in the dye molecules by the electric "matrix
field. " The average value of the dipole-moment difference p between the excited and the ground
state of the guest molecules, which can be deduced from the broadening, shows a distinct increase
from the blue to the red edge of the inhomogeneous absorption band, thus reflecting the varying
dye-matrix interaction for centers with different solvent shift. A detailed analysis of this variation
in the framework of a microscopic theory, based on a recent publication by Laird and Skinner [J.
Chem. Phys. 90, 3274 (1989)], leads to the conclusion that the solvent shift of the absorption lines

and also the p variation across the inhomogeneous band is largely dominated by the dispersion in-

teraction. The electrostatic contribution to the line shift is smaller by about 2 orders of magnitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

The frequencies of optical-absorption lines of dye mole-
cules are influenced by the environment in which the
molecules are embedded. In most cases, the absorption
and fluorescence lines in solid matrices are therefore
shifted with respect to the positions corresponding to
their molecular vacuum transitions. This effect, which is
called "solvent shift" or "gas-to-crystal shift" has been
investigated theoretically by numerous authors (see, for
instance, Refs. 1 —5). In general, one categorizes four
mechanisms contributing to the solvent shift of an elec-
tronic transition, namely the dispersion interaction, the
mutual electrostatic polarization of the dye and the sol-
vent molecules, and the interaction between their static
electric dipole moments, depending upon the polar na-
ture of the involved molecules. In some cases, the situa-
tion may be even more complicated when special interac-
tions such as hydrogen bonding or charge-transfer
effects are present. Even in the absence of these strong
interaction mechanisms, solvent-shift values often
amount to as much as several hundred inverse centime-
ters.

A direct consequence of the shift of electronic absorp-
tion lines due to the interaction with the surrounding ma-
trix molecules is the phenomenon of inhomogeneous
broadening. ' Since virtually any real solid contains a
certain amount of lattice imperfections, the embedded
dye molecules experience different chemical surroundings
so that their transition frequencies do not coincide but
are subject to a distribution. This situation holds for
transitions of various kinds, e.g. , between nuclear-spin,

electronic-spin, vibrational, and electronic energy levels.
In the optical case, the width of an inhomogeneous distri-
bution can range between a few tenths of an inverse cen-
timeter in high-quality single crystals and several hun-
dred inverse centimeters in amorphous solids, which are
characterized by a total lack of long-range order. In the
following, we will restrict ourselves to the case of elec-
tronic transitions of dye molecules in disordered materi-
als.

In order to overcome the problem of inhomogeneous
broadening and to achieve a resolution of the order of the
homogeneous linewidth (i.e., the width of one individual
molecular absorption line), a number of methods of non-
linear laser spectroscopy have been developed. They
operate either in the time domain like two-pulse and ac-
cumulated photon echo or in the frequency domain like
fluorescence line narrowing and persistent spectral hole
burning. ' ' The hole-burning method has the special
virtue of creating a narrow persistent marker in the inho-
mogeneous band that indicates small shifts of the absorp-
tion lines with high optical resolution. Therefore, this
technique has not only been used for determining homo-
geneous linewidths but also for investigating the effects of
external perturbations such as uniaxial' and hydrostat-
ic' ' pressure and electric fields. ' Since in amor-
phous matrices spectral holes are narrower than the cor-
responding inhomogeneous bands by 3—4 orders of mag-
nitude, small pressure changes of a few hPa and sma11
electric-field strengths of a few kV/cm are sufficient to
give rise to easily and accurately measurable effects.
External fields of these magnitudes are only small pertur-
bations, so that the matrices can be studied under near-
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equilibrium conditions. Correspondingly, only the linear
terms in the pertinent perturbation series need to be tak-
en into account.

The effect of hydrostatic pressure on spectral holes in
polymeric samples was found to consist in a shift and a
concomitant broadening. In all materials studied so far,
the shift occurred towards lower (higher} frequencies
upon pressure increase (decrease}, whereas the widths of
the holes increased for all amorphous samples under in-
vestigation, irrespective of the sign of the pressure
change. From the pressure-induced hole shifts it was
possible to determine macroscopic thermodynamic-
mechanical properties of the host matrices, such as their
compressibilities by means of a purely optical experi-
ment. For the evaluation of the data a simple phenome-
nological model was used.

In a recent paper, Laird and Skinner proposed a mi-
croscopic theory of the effects of hydrostatic pressure on
hole-burning spectra. Based on very fundamental ideas
about the origin of inhomogeneous broadening, it corro-
bor ates all the salient experimenta1 findings of the
pressure-tuning experiments. ' ' VA'th the same theoret-
ical approach, the authors could also shed light on the
internal structure of an inhomogeneous absorption band
and explain its properties in terms of microscopic param-
eters of the molecular potentials involved.

In the present paper, we extend Laird and Skinner's
ca1culation which, in its original form, takes only the
dispersion interaction into account, to include the elec-
trostatic polarization of the dye molecules by the matrix
field. This additional interaction leads to the induction of
static electric-dipole moments in centrosymmetric ab-
sorbers and manifests itself in the occurrence of a linear
Stark effect of spectral holes. ' In a way ana1ogous to
Ref. 23 we obtain a distribution function for the induced
dipole-moment difference p (in order to simplify our no-
tation, especially in the theory section, we do not use the
symbol "b" for denoting difference quantities) between
the excited and the ground state of the guest molecules
and a variation of its most probab1e value with the fre-
quency within the inhomogeneous band.

In Sec. II we report on Stark-effect measurements of
persistent spectral holes burned in the system octaethyl-
porphin in poly(styrene). Indeed we observed a variation
of the average matrix-induced p value across the inhomo-
geneous line, namely an increase from higher to lower
frequencies. The comparison of the magnitude of this
variation with the theoretical calculations leads to the
unequivocal conclusion that the solvent shift in our sys-
tem is largely determined by the van der Waals interac-
tion. The contribution of the electrostatic polarization of
the dye molecules is smaller by about 2 orders of magni-
tude, even though this interaction mechanism alone is re-
sponsible for the induction of the permanent dipole mo-
ments that give rise to the observed linear Stark effect.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we de-
scribe our experiment and present the data. Here we
show that the matrix-induced dipole-moment difference p
as well as the quasihomogeneous linewidth y, as mea-
sured in a hole-burning experiment, increase from the
blue to the red edge of the inhomogeneous band. Section

III contains two theoretical approaches for connecting p
with the pertinent solvent-shift value. The first one is a
very simple electrostatic model that does not take the
dispersive forces into account, whereas the second one is
the extension of Laird and Skinner's theory mentioned
above. In Sec. IV we compare the results of our calcu-
lation with the experimental p variation and discuss the
physical implications. Finally in Sec. V the conclusions
are given.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Technical details

%'ithin the scope of the present study we performed
Stark-effect experiments on persistent spectral holes
burned in the lowest-energy optical-absorption band of
octaethylporphin (OEP) that was dissolved in the amor-
phous polymer poly(styrene) (PS). This absorption band,
which corresponds to the electronic ~S&)~~SO) (0-0)
transition, is centered around 16 168 cm '. The first step
in the sample preparation was dissolving the dye and the
polymer in chloroform. After evaporation of this solvent
in a vacuum box, colored pieces of PS were obtained.
They were subsequently heated to a temperature around
the glass point of the host matrix (100'C) and pressed be-
tween two glass plates that carried electrically conduct-
ing but optically transparent, p-type doped indium oxide
layers on their inner sides. The specific resistance of the
layers was about 300 Qm. These plates served as elec-
trodes for applying static electric fields. On both sides of
the sample small pieces of a 100-pm-thick poly(ethylene
terephthalate) foil were inserted between the plates for
adjusting the thickness. The exact values of the thickness
were finally measured with an inductive translation
probe; the thickness was constant across the area of the

samples within typically +5'Fo. The doping concentra-
tions were on the order of 10 mol dye per mole of the
monomer, resulting in amplitudes of the lowest-energy
absorption band between 0.5 and 0.7 in units of optical
density.

The samples were cooled down to 1.5 K by immersing
them in super6uid helium in a custom-built He-bath cry-
ostat. The temperature was measured with a calibrated
carbon resistor. During an experimental series, which
usually took 2 to 3 h, the temperature was kept constant
within +0.02 K by controlling the vapor pressure of the
helium. The holes were burned and detected with an ac-
tively stabilized tunable single-mode cw dye laser
Coherent 599-21, which provided linearly polarized light
with a bandwidth of about 1X10 cm '. The hole
spectra were obtained by recording the normalized
transmission signal of the sample (see Fig. 1). In order to
achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio, a lock-in technique
was used for detection.

B. Results

The measurements were performed in the following
way. A hole was burned with a certain external field
strength applied (in most cases zero) and first recorded
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without altering this field condition. Only zero-phonon
holes were investigated. Then the applied field strength
was changed in several steps (usually ten) and each time
the spectrum was recorded. From the applied field
strengths and the corresponding hole widths the average
matrix-induced dipole-moment differences of the dye
molecules were calculated by using the fit procedure as
outlined in Ref. 19. For the dielectric constant of PS,
which enters in the Lorentz correction factor of the
local-field strength in the matrix, ' we inserted the value
of @=2.5. The evaluation method is based on a simple
phenomenological model that neglects the dichroic char-
acter of a hole ' and, hence, assumes that there is an
isotropic angular distribution of the dipole-moment
difference vectors among the molecules contributing to
the hole. For the distribution function of the absolute
values of these vectors we used the form

2
4g(p)= p exp

~1 /2p3 IM

(1)

which was originally proposed by Bogner et a!.
Figure 2 shows a series of scans over a hole burned

near the center of the inhomogeneous line, with different
electric-field strengths applied. From the increase of its
width, an average dipole-moment difference of
p = (0.076+0.008) D was calculated. p is connected with

the peak value p of the distribution in Eq. (1) via

p=(2/&~)iM~. The theoretical curves overlaid over the
experimental spectra in Fig. 2 were obtained with this p
value, however, their amplitudes were slightly adjusted to
take into account a slow decrease of the hole area that oc-
curred during the experimental series. ' The comparison
of experimental and calculated hole profiles shows that
our rnode1 reflects the salient features of the hole-
broadening process caused by the linear Stark effect.
Furthermore, it has the advantage that the evaluation
procedure of the measurements is a simple nonlinear op-
timization with only one fit parameter (p). In the past
years, several more elaborate theories have been pub-

FIG. 2. Stark e8'ect of a persistent spectral hole in OEP/PS.
The numbers in the plot denote the applied electric-field
strengths in kV/cm. The hole is located at 16 155 cm '. The fit
curves correspond to @=0.0763 D; their heights have been
corrected for a backreaction of the photoproduct.

lished' ' that do not neglect the inherent anisotropy
of spectral holes. However, the evaluation of Stark-effect
experiments according to these theories is more cornpli-
cated and requires much more computing time, since
usually more than one parameter must be fitted. More-
over, they are strictly valid only in the limit of very shal-
low holes in which the bleaching of the optical anisotropy
due to the photochemical saturation is negligible. On
the other hand, burning holes of intermediate depths
(mainly between 20% and 50% of the height of the ab-
sorption band) proved to be preferable in order to achieve
a favorable signa1-to-noise ratio also in the case of strong
Stark-effect broadening. It was tested that the results ob-
tained with the method of Ref. 19 were independent of
the initial hole depth within experimental accuracy. It
was also checked that the broadening phenomena ob-
served were fully reversible for the applied field strengths
below about 100 kV/cm: when the field was turned off
after the end of a series of scans, the hole width reduced
to its original value.

In Fig. 3 we present the results of our rneasurernents of
p at different frequencies in the inhomogeneous absorp-
tion band. The increase from the blue to the red edge of
the band is quite obvious. In part (a) the p values and in
part (b) their squares have been plotted versus frequency.
In both cases the straight line corresponds to a linear
least-squares fit. In the linear plot it has a slope of
( —3.1+0.12)X10 D/cm ' and intersects the abscissa
at 16430280 cm ', whereas in the plot of (p) the corre-
sponding numbers are ( —5.8+1.1)X10 D /cm ' and
16280+90 cm '. Due to the scatter of the data points,
we cannot decide in which case the linear fit is better.
According to our theoretical models, however, the quad-
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FIG. 3. Average induced dipole-moment differences p mea-
sured at various positions in the inhomogeneous absorption
band. In part (a) the p, values and in part (b) their squares have
been plotted vs frequency. In each case the straight line was ob-
tained by a least-squares fit.

ratic plot seems to be more appropriate for a physical in-
terpretation (see Secs. III and IV).

We already reported a variation of the matrix-induced

p values with the position in the lowest-energy optical-
absorption bands for two other dye-polymer systems,
namely a symmetrically substituted Zn-tetrabenzo-
porphin in poly(vinyl butyral) and pentacene in
poly(methyl methacrylate) ' (PMMA). This effect there-
fore seems to occur in a wide variety of systems with host
materials both polar and apolar.

The phenomenon that centrosymmetric dye molecules
embedded in an apolar matrix such as PS exhibit a linear
Stark effect is surprising; however, it was recently also re-
ported for solid solutions of perylene in poly(ethylene),
n-octodecane, and solid paraSn oil. The authors of
Ref. 20 ascribed it to slight electric-field-induced changes
of the dispersion interaction between a dye molecule and
its surroundings. In the case of the PS matrix, on the
other hand, it may really be due to permanent electric
matrix fields, because the phenyl rings of the styrene
units are asymmetrically substituted with respect to the
polymer backbone and, thus, carry small electric-dipole
moments. The magnitude of these moments should be
similar to the value of toluene, which, in the gas phase,
was measured as 0.36+0.05 D (Ref. 31). In Sec. IV we
will show that a dipole moment of this size of the styrene
units is consistent with our data presented in Fig. 3.

We also measured the quasihomogeneous linewidth y
of our hole-burning system at various positions within
the inhomogeneous absorption band. In order to obtain
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FIG. 4. Optical zero-phonon linewidths measured at various
positions in the inhomogeneous absorption band. Each data
point was obtained by extrapolation of the half-widths of a
series of holes to zero-burning fluence. The straight line corre-
sponds to a least-squares fit.

this quantity at a given frequency, we burned a series of
six or seven holes close to one another with decreasing
burning fluences. They covered a frequency region of
typically 2.3 cm, which is only a small fraction of the
inhomogeneous bandwidth of 152 cm '. The quasiho-
mogeneous linewidth was calculated by linear extrapola-
tion of their half-widths [half-width at half maximum
(HWHM)] to zero-burning fluence. We call this width
quasi homogeneous, since it may contain contributions of
spectral-diffusion processes that take place on time scales
shorter than the duration of the experiment of a few
minutes. Figure 4 shows that there is a distinct vari-
ation of the linewidths with burning frequency. The in-
crease from the blue to the red edge of the band is analo-
gous to the case of the p values. The linear-regression
line in Fig. 4 has a slope of 1.78 0. 15 MHz/cm and it
reaches the T& limit of 10.8 MHz (Refs. 36 and 37) at a
photon energy of 16610+90 cm '. The comparison be-
tween Figs. 3 and 4 suggests that there must be some
correlation between the electrostatic dye-matrix interac-
tion that causes the induction of the dipole moments, and
the dynamical processes that give rise to dephasing and
spectral difFusion and, in this way, determine the optical
line width.

A dependence of the widths of photochemical holes on
burning frequency was already reported for the system
OEP in PS. ' The authors performed hole-burning ex-
periments between 0.05 and 1.5 K at two wavelengths in
the lowest-energy absorption band, namely at 620.1 and
621.8 nm. At 1.5 K, they measured hole widths of
900+50 and 1070+50 MHz, respectively. The corre-
sponding linewidth values (half the hole widths) are locat-
ed slightly above the linear-regression line calculated
from our measurements (see Fig. 4), probably because the
data were not obtained by extrapolation to zero-burning
fluence. Nevertheless, they show the same trend that
holes are broader at longer wavelengths. At the very low
temperature of 50 mK, the variation seems to be even
more pronounced; in this case hole widths of 26+1.5 and
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34+1.5 MHz, respectively, were measured at the two
wavelengths.

IH. THEGRY

A. Line shift and induced dipole-moment difference
of centrosymmetric dye molecules

due to the electric matrix Seld

Let us consider an apolar dye molecule as an impurity
in an amorphous solid, for instance a polymer. At its po-
sition it experiences the local internal matrix field
strength E;„,. We can assume that E;„, has a random
orientation with respect to the molecular coordinate sys-
tem. Furthermore, we also use the simplification that the
polarizability of the molecule changes isotropically upon
electronic excitation so that the difference between the
two polarizability tensors can be described by the unit
tensor, multiplied by a scalar, a. In this case the induced
dipole-moment difference is simply

p=aE;„, . (2)

Since the energy shift of each of the two electronic states
is given by the interaction between the induced dipole
moment and the matrix field, the absorption line shifts by
the value

I
VS

1
mt ~

=0.15+0.03 A
4meo

(in wave-number units) with h being Planck's constant
and c the velocity of light. We do not consider the effect
of the external electric field applied in a Stark-effect ex-
periment, because it is much weaker than E;„t;otherwise,
not only the linear but also the quadratic Stark effect
would play a role in the broadening of the holes. Equa-
tion (2) can be inserted into Eq. (3) so that the internal
field strength is eliminated:

p'= —2hcav,' .

v,
' is the line shift of the dye molecule due to the purely

electrostatic polarization in the matrix field; it does not
contain the contribution of the dispersion interaction. It
should be noted that Eq. (4) holds also in the case of a
disklike change of the molecular polarizability, i.e., when
two diagonal elements of the difference tensor are equal
to u and all other elements are zero. If v,

' described the
total solvent shift, the square of the matrix-induced
dipole-moment difference of a centrosymmetric dye mole-
cule should vary across the absorption band in a linear
fashion. In this case, the straight line as given by Eq. (4)
would extrapolate to the vacuum absorption frequency
for p=0, and its slope would yield the a value.

In order to obtain an estimate, whether or not it is a
good approximation to neglect the inhuence of the
dispersion interaction, we evaluate our experimental data
in terms of Eq. (4). From the slope of the linear-
regression line in Fig. 3(b), a polarizability difference be-
tween the excited and the ground state of

is calculated for OEP, with eo being the permittivity of
vacuum (in SI units). This value is very small compared
to typical data of other molecules having a similar size.
The principal a values were determined for tetracene and
pentacene from the second-order Stark effect caused by
an external electric field, when the molecules were em-
bedded in p-terphenyl single crystals at 1.5 K. The
values of 65, 23, and —8 A were obtained for tetracene
and 131, 76, and —32 A for pentacene, respectively,
with error margins ranging between +3 A and +10
A . Corresponding literature data were not found for
porphyrin dyes, but the polarizability differences should
be of comparable magnitude in this class of molecules.
Therefore, the a value obtained by evaluating our data in
terms of the simple electrostatic model is too small by
about 2-3 orders of magnitude.

The above model of viewing the large organic dye mol-
ecules as polarizable point dipoles is certainly a very
crude approximation. Because of the spatial extent of
their m electron system, higher-order multipole moments
will —especially in the excited state —make non-
negligible contributions to the charge distribution of the
molecules in the electric matrix field. However, it seems
unlikely that these higher-order moments can give rise to
an error in the determination of a by 2-3 orders of mag-
nitude. The measurements of the quadratic Stark effect
of tetracene and pentacene in p-terphenyl could also be
explained by taking only the first-order polarizabilities
into consideration. ' Thus we must conclude that the
simple electrostatic model is fundamentally incorrect.

B. Microscopic theory of the correlation between
solvent shift and matrix-induced dipole moments

In the preceding section we saw that our experimental
data cannot be satisfactorily explained without taking
into account the contribution of the dispersion interac-
tion (van der Waals interaction) to the solvent shift. In
the following, we present a modification of Laird and
Skinner's theory that describes both the solvent shift
(including the dispersive part) and the matrix-induced
dipole-moment differences in a microscopic fashion and,
thus, explains the correlation between these two quanti-
ties.

We start out by defining the probability distribution
P (R„.. . , R~) for solvent molecules being located at the
position vectors R& through Rz, with respect to a dye
molecule. If, as in our case, the host matrix is a polymer,
the monomeric units can be regarded as solvent mole-
cules. Since the perturbations of the electronic wave
functions of the solute are due to a large number of ran-
domly oriented solvent units, we make the simplifying as-
sumption that the interaction depends only on their posi-
tions but not on their orientations. The probability func-
tion is normalized in the following way:

J dR, . JdRJv P(R„.. . , R~)= V, (5)

with V being the volume of the sample. Having defined
the function P(Ri, . . . , Rz) we can immediately write
down an expression for the inhomogeneous distribution
of absorption lines of the dye molecules in the sample,
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I(v)=V f dR) . f dR)vP(R„. . . , R~)

X5 v —g v(R )
m=1

(6)

Here, V(R ) is the line shift of a solute due to the in-

teraction with a solvent unit that is located at the posi-
tion R . Note that the inhomogeneous absorption band,
as observed in a spectrometer, is the convolution of I(v)

with the homogeneous absorption line.
In order to find a correlation between the squared

matrix-induced dipole-moment difference p and the sol-
vent shift v, we calculate the conditional probability
f (p iv) of a molecule having the value of (M if its solvent
shift is v. For mathematical reasons, which will become
clear later on, we consider IM rather than p. Further-
more, in this way our results can be more readily com-
pared with those of the simple electrostatic model
presented above. An expression for f (p, ~v) is obtained
in a similar way as for I(v):

N N

f(p ~v)=[I(v)V ] 'f dR, fdRivP(R„. . . , R)v)X5 v —g V(R ) X5 )u
—g g(R )

m=1 m=1
(7)

g(R ) defines the square of the dipole-moment diff'erence

that is induced in a dye molecule by the mth solvent unit.
Mathematical expressions for v(R ) and g(R ) will be
specified later on. At first, however, we must introduce
an approximation to make the integrals in Eqs. (6) and (7)
tractable. We assume that the positions of the solvent
molecules are statistically independent of each other so
that P(R„.. . , R)(i) can be factorized into a product of
N equal two-particle solute-solvent distribution functions,

P(R„.. . , R )= P g(R } .
m=1

J(x }=i Ax —+ —,
' Bx

j(x,y)= i Ax+—iCy+ ,'Bx + ,'Dy —+Exy—

with

(13)

(14)

dependences. For x and y close to zero, large values of
the interaction potentials v(R) and g(R), which are phys-
ically most important, still yield sizeable contributions to
J(x} and j(x,y}. Therefore, we can expand these func-
tions into Taylor series up to the second-order terms.
This is called the Gaussian approximation. The result
1s

+ (X)

I(v)=(2~) ' dx eivxe —PJ(x) (9)

f ((u iv}=[4m. I(v)] ' f "dx f "dy e""e'"~

This approximation restricts the applicability of our cal-
culation to amorphous systems. The next step is to ex-
press the 5 functions by their Fourier representations.
Following the mathematical procedure of Ref. 23, we ar-
rive at the result

A =fdRg(R)v(R),

B= Rg R vR

C = fdRg (R)g(R),

D= Rg R R

E =f dRg(R)v(R)g(R) .

(15a)

(15b)

(15c)

(15d)

(15e)

x pj(xyj (10}
After inserting Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eqs. (9) and (10),
the Fourier integrals can be solved, yielding

with

J(x)= fdRg(R)(1 —e '"' '"),

(12)

I (v) =(2mcr, )
' exp

v, =pA,

~, =(i B))",

(v —v, )

20

(16)

In these equations, p =N/V is the number density of the
solvent molecules in the bulk of the sample.

The distribution functions I(v) and f (p iv) have been
expressed as the Fourier transforms of the exponentials of
J(x) and j(x,y), respectively. These two new functions
contain all the information about the interaction between
a dye molecule and its matrix environment. For physi-
cally meaningful forms of v(R) and g(R), their spatial in-
tegrations can usually not be carried out in an analytical
fashion. However, there is a way to obtain a reasonable
approximation, as can be seen from their functional

E(v —v, )
pmax p C+

Os

E2
cTp —p D

S

1/2

f ((M~iv) =(2mcr„} ' exp
2 2 2(p —(M,„)
2' p

(17)
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According to these results, both the inhomogeneous band
shape I(v) and the distribution of p values at a specific
frequency are described by normalized Gaussian profiles
[hence the name "Gaussian approximation" of the Taylor
expansions in Eqs. (13) and (14)]. The maximum value

p,„of the p distribution depends on frequency in a
linear fashion and, thus, varies with the position within
the inhomogeneous band. This is in agreement with our
experimental findings [see Fig. 3(b)]. A similar behavior
was also calculated for the pressure shift coeScient of
persistent spectral holes. We wish to emphasize again
that also a linear plot of the p values, which have even
smaller relative errors, can be well fitted with a straight
line [Fig. 3(a)]. However, according to our theory, the
quadratic plot seems to us more appropriate for a physi-
cal interpretation of the data within the Gaussian ap-
proximation.

A variation of the matrix-induced dipole-moment
difference across the inhomogeneous line was already de-
scribed by the simple electrostatic model presented
above. According to that model, however, a certain sol-
vent shift v,

' was unequivocally correlated with one cer-

1
V(R) = [ Vd;, (R)+ V,)(R)] .

hc
(18)

For the dispersion part, we use the modified Lennard-
Jones potential of Laird and Skinner,

tain p value [see Eq. (4)]. In order to account for our ex-
perimental hole spectra, on the other hand, we had to as-
sume that there is a distribution of dipole-moment
differences amongst the molecules contributing to the
hole. The microscopic theory automatically yields this
result. Physically, the presence of a distribution of
dipole-moment difFerences at a certain position in the
band is a consequence of the fact that there are two
mechanisms contributing to the solvent shift, namely the
electrostatic polarization and the dispersion interaction,
whereas only the electrostatic interaction gives rise to the
induction of dipole moments. Thus the relative contribu-
tions of the two mechanisms to the line shift can vary
while their sum is constant.

The interaction potentials v(R) and g(R) can therefore
be specified in the following way:

Vd;,p(R) =
4g

R —Ro

if R &Ro.

12 a
R —Ro

'6
if R &Re

(19)

The shift in radial direction by the amount Ro is necessary for a correct physical description if there is a large disparity
in size between the dye and the matrix molecules. In this case, o is (as in the regular Lennard-Jones form) the solvent
diameter, while Ro+o/2 can be interpreted as the solute radius. e is the difference between the dispersive solute-
solvent potentials in the excited and in the ground state, which are assumed to be characterized by the same Ro value.

In order to calculate the electrostatic interaction potential V,&(R), we start out with Eq. (3) and insert for the internal
matrix field strength E;„,the vector sum of the dipole fields of all the surrounding solvent molecules,

2

V',t' =hcv,' = —
—,'a g [p, —3(p, r )r ] [p&„—3(p,„r„)r„]/(R R„)

4+co
I

(20)

Note that V,'&' is the total electrostatic energy shift that
contains the contributions of all the solvent units in the
sample. Correspondingly, the m and n summations must
be performed over all solvent molecules. p, &

denotes the
static electric ground-state dipole moment of the mth sol-
vent unit and r is defined by

only the diagonal terms survive,

V,",'= —
—,'a g [(p, )'+3(p, r )']/(R )

4~co

(23)

r =R /R (21)

iPim i Pi (22)

for molecules.
From our assumption of a random orientation of the

solvent units it follows that the off-diagonal terms of the
summations in Eq. (20) (i.e., with mAn) cancel out and

For the sake of simplicity the radial shift by Ro has been
temporarily omitted in Eq. (20). It will be reintroduced
later on. Since we are considering identical matrix mole-
cules, we have

((p( 'r ) ) =—p),
so that Eq. (23) simplifies to

2

Vtot a p2y(R )
—61

el 4 1 m
0 m

(24)

(25)

Thus, it turns out that the electrostatic energy shift con-
sists of additive contributions of the various matrix mole-

Using the randomness of the orientation once again, we
obtain for the average value of the square of the dot prod-
uct
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Here we have included the radial shift by Ro again,
which takes account of the large disparity in size between
the dye and the matrix molecules. Using the abbreviation

'2

EXP )o'
1

4~so
(27)

we can write Eq. (26) in the concise form
'6

V„(R)= —
A,

0

Note, that V,~(R) depends only on the position, not on
the orientation of the matrix molecule, and can thus im-
mediately be inserted in Eq. (18). The fact that there is a
nonzero electrostatic contribution to the solvent shift, al-
though the solvent units are oriented randomly, is analo-
gous to the random-walk problem, in which the average
distance from the starting point increases monotonically
with the number of steps, while the random walker can
move in all directions with equal probability.

In an analogous way as the energy shift V„(R), we can
also calculate the function g(R) that describes the square
of the induced dipole-moment difference. The result is

'6

g(R) =2ak,
0

(29)

cules, the average shift due to one solvent unit being
given by

'2

V„(R)= —a pi(R —Ro)
4+co

At this point it becomes clear why we have defined

f (IJ, ~v) to describe the conditional probability of finding
pi (rather than p) at a given solvent shift v [see Eq. (7)].
The Laird-Skinner formalism assumes the quantity under
consideration to be composed of additive contributions of
the various solvent units. As was shown in the above
derivation, this is the case only for the square of the
internal matrix field strength E;„, (and, hence, the square
of p), not for E;„, itself. Therefore, in the case of amor-
phous samples, the theory can be applied only to p in a
straightforward manner.

The last function that must be specified to complete the
theoretical model is the two-molecule solute-solvent dis-
tribution g (R). We use the simple step function that was
suggested by Laird and Skinner:

»f R ~R.+Ro
0 if R &R, +Ro . (30)

The cutoff parameter R, is close to the diameter o of a
solvent unit.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
AND DISCUSSION

Having specified the mathematical forms of the in-
teraction potentials v(R) and g(R) and of the spatial dis-
tribution function g (R ), we can calculate the moments as
given in Eqs. (15a)—(15e) and obtain quantitative theoreti-
cal results for the variation of p across the inhomo-
genous band. The moments contain integrals of the form

f R
~o+~, R —Ro

dR =RQ
R,

n
2 Ro 1 Ro

n —3 n —2 R, n —1 R,
L

n&6 (31)

and can thus be calculated analytically. Nevertheless, we
do not give the results in full generality, since they are
somewhat lengthy. Instead, we immediately insert the
parameters for PS that were published in Ref. 23. They
are Ro/o. =0.7+0. 1 and R /o =1.045+0.012. These
parameters were calculated for the dye molecule free-base
phthalocyanine in a PS matrix, but the size of the OEP
molecule is comparable to that of phthalocyanine so that
also the parameters should be very similar. The results
for the moments are

4mR,
E = — X 2aA (0.3541e+0. 1686k, ) . (32e)

Now we can calculate the slope of the linear variation of
the squared average p value (p,„) with frequency. Ac-
cording to Eqs. (16) and (17) it is given by

d (p,„)
dv B

0.3541@+0.1686K,= —2hc aA.
0.8477m +0.7081ek.+0.1686K,

4m.R,
A = — (1.6540m+0. 5821k.),

hc

4mR,8 =
z (0.8477m +0.7081eA, +0 1686K, ), .

(hc)

C =4m.R, X2aA, X0.5821,

D =4m.R, X(2aA, ) X0.1686,

(32a)

(32b)

(32c)

(32d)

(33)

First, we note that the matrix-induced dipole-moment
differences increase for decreasing frequencies, provided
that the solvent shift p A is negative, which corresponds
to positive values of e, A, , and a. An increase of p (or p )

from the blue to the red edge of the absorption band is in
agreement with our experimental results (see Fig. 3). We
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did not find independently measured data of the vacuum
absorption frequency of OEP in the literature so that we
cannot determine the sign of the solvent shift. However,
the similar molecule zinc octaethylporphin has a negative
solvent shift of about —250 cm ' in a PS matrix.

Next we address the question of the magnitude of the
slope d(p, „)/dv. As can be seen from Eq. (33), it is
determined by the parameters e and A.. If the electrostat-
ic contribution to the solvent shift is much larger than
the dispersive part (e « A. ), we get

d (p', „) = —2hca .
dv

(34)

This is the same result that we already obtained with the
simple electrostatic-interaction model presented in Sec.
III A [Eq. (4)]. Since the a value calculated from our ex-
perirnental data [Fig. 3(b)] according to Eq. (4) or (34)
was unreasonably small, we concluded that this model is
qualitatively incorrect. Therefore, we examine the oppo-
site case of the dispersion interaction being the dominant
part (e »I, ). This simplifies Eq. (33) to

vp BC=1-
v, AE

(37)

Inserting the moments from Eqs. (32a)—(32e) yields

tively satisfying predictions. Using the above result for a
and our experimental p values [see Fig. 3(a)], we can cal-
culate the internal electric matrix field strength E;„„that
is experienced by the dye molecules, to vary between
9.0X10 and 1.9X10 V/cm with higher values corre-
sponding to longer wavelengths in the inhomogeneous
absorption band. These numbers are lower by approxi-
mately 1 order of magnitude than a previous estimate of
the matrix field strength in polar media.

Another interesting quantity that can be physically in-
terpreted with our theory is the frequency vp at which the
average dipole-moment difference would reach zero. In
order to deal with dimensionless numbers, we divide it by
the average solvent shift v, . From Eqs. (16) and (17) this
quotient is calculated to be

d (p',„) = —2hea X0.4177—.
dv

(35)
vo 0.5821(0.8477' +0 7081'.A, +01686k, }

v, (1.6540@+0.5821k, )(0.3541@+0.1686k, )

In contrast to the above case, the slope is now reduced by
a factor describing the relative contributions of the elec-
trostatic polarization and the dispersive forces to the sol-
vent shift. Since we found the experimental slope to be
smaller by 2-3 orders of magnitude than what would be
expected from the simple electrostatic model, we have to
conclude that the dispersion interaction yields a contribu-
tion to the solvent shift that is larger than the
electrostatic-polarization part by 2-3 orders of magni-
tude. In a sense, this "stretches" the frequency axis by
the same factor and thus causes the reduction of the slope
of p,„versus v. Note that the dispersion interaction is
not involved in the induction of static dipole moments.

Having recognized the importance of the dispersive
forces, we can test if our microscopic theory yields a
reasonable value for the polarizability difference a. We
insert the expression for k [Eq. (27)] and cast Eq. (35) in
the form

(38)

(a)
2

I max tb)

If the dye-matrix interaction is purely electrostatic (i.e.,
e«A, }, we obtain v0=0, which means that the straight
regression line p,„versus v intersects the frequency axis
at the vacuum absorption frequency. This result is in-
dependent of the special molecular parameters Rp, R„
and cr and is equal to that of the simple electrostatic
model [see Eq. (4)]. In the opposite limit that the disper-
sion interaction dominates (e »A, ), Eq. (38) yields
vp =0. 1575v i.e., the regression line intersects the fre-
quency axis between the maximum of the inhomogeneous
band and the vacuum absorption frequency, the distance

d(' )
094 1

4''6'p p i d v hc

1/2

(36)
2

4 max

Pvac Pvac

For d (p, ,„)/d v we use our experimental result
( —5.8+1.1)X10 D /cm ' (see Sec. II). The data
cr=5.27 A and e/bc=36+4 cm ' are taken from Ref.
23. Finally, for p& we insert the gas-phase value of to-
luene (0.36+0.05 D). ' This yields

=20+4 A
4mep

The above result is of a reasonable order of magnitude. It
is comparable to the polarizability differences measured
for tetracene along the three molecular main axes.
From this finding we can conclude that the microscopic
theory describes the dye-matrix interaction in a way that
is not only qualitatively correct but yields also quantita-

2
P max

Vg

FIG. 5. Schematic showing the position and width of the in-
homogeneous absorption band ( A, solid line) and the variation
of the mean-squared dipole-moment difference (p,„, dashed
line) with frequency in the two cases of (a) purely electrostatic
dye-matrix interaction and (b) prevailing dispersion interaction.
The parameters e and A, are assumed to be positive. v, denotes
the average solvent shift and vo the distance of the zero point of
p,„ from the vacuum absorption frequency v„„. Note that the
difference between the cases (a) and (b) is much more pro-
nounced in reality.
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from the latter being about 16% of the total difference.
This number depends on the parameters Ro, R„and o.
The situations in the two limiting cases have been
sketched schematically in Fig. 5. Note that also the posi-
tion and width of the inhomogeneous absorption band
are grossly different. Unfortunately, no independent

measurements of the vacuum absorption frequency of
OEP were reported in the literature to date.

The last quantity that we calculate with our theory is
the width of the p distribution as given by Eqs. (16) and
(17). With the moments obtained for the system OEP in
PS [Eqs. (28)] it becomes

(0.3541@+0.1686k, )0„=2aA, 4~pR, 0. 1686—
0.8477' +0.7081eA, +0.1686K.

1/2

(39)

Again we consider the two limiting cases of either of the
interaction mechanisms being strongly dominant. For
e«k, Eq. (39) has the significant result o„=0. If there
are no dispersive forces in the dye-matrix system, the dis-
tribution of matrix-induced dipole-moment differences
reduces to a 5 function; at each frequency in the inhomo-
geneous line there is only one certain p value. This is the
same result that we had already obtained with the simple
electrostatic model presented in Sec. III A. Thus, the mi-
croscopic theory goes over to the electrostatic model, if
the van der Waals interaction is not present. The experi-
mental finding that there is a p, (or p ) distribution of
nonzero width, on the other hand, is now one more piece
of evidence that the dispersion interaction cannot be
neglected.

In the case e » A, the width 0 „depends on the molecu-
lar parameters of the dye-matrix system. For OEP in PS,
Eq. (39) yields

cr„=0.1438 X 2aA, (4mpR, )
'

Using the quantity po. =0.8815 as given in Ref. 23 and
the expression for the polarizability difference a/4~co
calculated above [Eq. (36)], we finally obtain

0„=(2.6+0.6 }X 10 D

At this point a comment on our procedure of data evalu-
ation seems to be necessary. In order to calculate the
average matrix-induced dipole-moment differences from
our experimental hole spectra, we assumed that the p
values are distributed according to Eq. (1), which is
different from the distribution function as given by the
microscopic theory [Eq. (17)]. The advantage of using
Eq. (1) rather than Eq. (17) is that it contains ony one fit
parameter so that the data evaluation is easier and nu-
merically more stable. Qualitatively the two functions
are similar, except for the fact that Eq. (1) is slightly
asymmetric and that its width and maximum value are
proportional to each other, whereas Eq. (17) describes a
perfectly symmetric Gaussian profile (in p, ), whose
center position and width are independent. For evaluat-
ing the data this should not make a big difference, as we
can see when we compare the widths of the two func-
tions. In the asymmetric distribution [Eq. (1)],a measure
for the width is the distance between the two points of
maximum slope, which is approximately equal to the

average value lu, (more exactly, 0.92P). In the case of the
Gaussian function, the distance between the two turning
points is equal to 20„,which was obtained as

2o'q=(5. 1+1.1)X 10 D

(see above}. A comparison with Fig. 3(b) shows that this
result is close to the JM values measured near the center
of the inhomogeneous band. Although the width of the
Gaussian distribution is, in principle, not correlated to
the average value, the numerical relationship between
these two quantities is thus similar to that of the asym-
metric function.

In order to obtain an estimate for the width cr„&;„of
the p distribution on a linear scale, we calculate the
difference between the square-root values of p at the two
points of maximum slope of the function f (p, ~v). Using
our above result a „=(2.6+0.6}X 10 D and a mean
value ofp,„=8.0X 10 D, we obtain

o„);„=0.02920.007 D .

This width is somewhat smaller than the measured aver-
age dipole-moment differences p. In Fig. 3(a) we have a
variation between p=0.060 D and @=0.130 D from the
blue to the red edge of the absorption band. Neverthe-
less, we see that also on a linear scale the width of the p
distribution at a certain position in the band, as calculat-
ed from our microscopic theory, is of the same order of
magnitude as the average values.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For the system octaethylporphin in poly(styrene), we
have presented the results of Stark-effect experiments on
persistent spectral holes burnt in the lowest-energy
optical-absorption band of the dye. In an external elec-
tric field the holes exhibit a symmetrical broadening that
is due to static matrix-induced dipole moments. Al-
though poly(styrene) is a pure hydrocarbon, the phenyl
side groups carry small electric-dipole moments because
of their asymmetric substitution, with respect to the poly-
mer backbone. These moments give rise to the matrix
field that polarizes the dopant molecules. Measurements
performed at various wavelengths within the inhomo-
geneous absorption band showed that the average
matrix-induced dipole-moment difference p between the
electronic excited and ground state increases from the
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blue to the red edge of the band by roughly a factor of 2.
The quasihomogeneous optical linewidth y as obtained

by extrapolating the hole widths to zero-burning ftuence,
exhibits a similar behavior. These results demonstrate
that the electrostatic dye-matrix interaction that mani-

fests itself in the induced dipole moments, and the dy-
namic interaction as expressed in the linewidths, are
correlated with each other and with the solvent shift in

the system investigated.
In order to explain the variation of p, , we first applied a

simple electrostatic model, according to which the sol-
vent shift is entirely given by the second-order Stark
effect of the centrosymmetric dye molecules in the matrix
field. While the increase of p, from the blue to the red
edge of the band is described in a qualitatively correct
way, its magnitude is off by about 2 orders of magnitude.
Moreover, the model does not account for the experimen-
tal finding that at each wavelength there is a distribution
of dipole-moment differences around p rather than one
single value.

This failure of the simple model led us to conclude that
the dispersion interaction yields a substantial contribu-
tion to the solvent shift and cannot be neglected. There-
fore we modified a microscopic theory published recently
by Laird and Skinner and expanded it to our problem.
In its original form it was used to describe the reversible
shift and broadening of spectral holes by hydrostatic
pressure. Our extended theoretical approach calculates
the matrix-induced dipole-moment differences at each po-
sition in the inhomogeneous band, thereby taking the
effects of both the dispersive forces and the electrostatic
interaction into account. The theory predicts a linear in-

crease of the square of p from higher to lower frequencies
in the band. Contrary to the simple electrostatic model,
however, it even yields a correct value for the magnitude
of this variation, if the contribution of the dispersion in-

teraction to the solvent shift is much larger than that of
the electrostatic polarization. In addition, the present
theory takes into account that there is a distribution of
dipole-moment differences at each wavelength position.

The comparison between the results of the two models
and a critical evaluation of our experimental data leads to
the conclusion that the contribution of the dispersive
forces to the solvent shift is larger than the electrostatic
part by roughly 2 orders of magnitude. Physically, this
means that the van der Waals interaction "enhances" the

line shift due to the static second-order Stark effect by a
factor of about 100 and in this way "stretches" the fre-
quency axis as compared to the electrostatic model so
that the slope of the regression line of p versus v is re-
duced by the same factor. It is an interesting finding that
the two interaction mechanisms, being of totally different
physical origins, yield line-shift contributions, which
differ by 2 orders of magnitude but are nevertheless
correlated.

The microscopic theory originally developed by Laird
and Skinner turned out to be a very powerful tool for
describing the interaction between the dye molecules and
their matrix environment. The effects of hydrostatic
pressure and of static electric fields on persistent-hole
spectra are now understood in the framework of one
common formalism, at least in the case of poly(styrene)
doped with centrosymmetric porphyrin dyes. In the
present paper we showed that the Stark-effect data can be
explained with the same microscopic parameters that
were independently obtained in Ref. 23 from the evalua-
tion of the pressure tuning experiments. Future investi-
gations will show if the theory can also adequately de-
scribe the situation of systems containing strongly polar
matrix and/or polar dye molecules. Another direction in
which the theory may give rise to deeper insight is the
description of optical linewidths. We did not address this
problem in the present paper. Our measuremetns show,
however, that the linewidth varies across the inhomo-
geneous band in a way that is similar to the matrix-
induced dipole moments. Therefore, a correlation be-
tween the dynamic dye-matrix interaction and the (static)
solvent shift should be accounted for by future linewidth
theories.
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